Communication is the lifeblood of what you do. The success of your efforts depends on your team's ability to communicate, no matter what type of situation they’re handling. From everyday public safety scenarios to emergency management, your teams need to stay connected effortlessly. When the information is mission-critical, there's no time to waste on confusing technology.

You need reliable communication backed by a powerful network that's easy to use. You need consistent high quality of service, priority on the network, and preemption over non-mission-critical data.

Introducing Enhanced Public Safety Solutions

Our new public safety service provides your team with an easy-to-use, reliable way to stay connected when and where it matters most, with a dedicated network that separates mission-critical LTE data from commercial and consumer traffic. It's an option that provides the visibility and control you need to share real-time data in order to orchestrate response teams, information and activities during critical communication situations.

Powered by the U.S. Cellular® Network

Data priority is a new service built on decades of communication expertise and our long-standing dedication to public safety. Backed by U.S. Cellular’s expansive network, which was purposely built where people live, work and play, you can stay connected where you need it most, even in rural and remote areas.

New Data Priority for Public Safety

What:
A dedicated network that now prioritizes cellular data communications for public safety professionals

Who:
First Responders: firefighters, police, EMS
Critical Support: utilities, hospitals, transportation, municipalities

When:
24/7, in emergencies or during times of high-traffic network use

Where:
Priority service is available in the U.S. Cellular network, including rural and remote areas

How:
Contact your local U.S. Cellular representative or call 1-866-616-5587 today. Or visit uscellular.com/business/publicsafety for more information.
For High-traffic Events and Emergency Situations

Our enhanced public safety service can keep you connected when teams from different agencies or locations need to work together in crisis situations.

It can also keep you connected and in control during high-traffic situations like these:

- Large sporting events
- Concerts, festivals and public gatherings
- Accident scenes and situations where changing traffic patterns are important

Provides Reliable Public Safety Connectivity

With U.S. Cellular’s Public Safety Solutions, you can get the quality of service your team needs to do its job, as well as the priority and preemption of data required to keep your communications first in line on the network despite other traffic.

The system’s dedicated virtual core segregates public safety traffic with a unique SIM, and offers preemption as well as tiered levels of priority depending on your data needs.

Delivers Peace of Mind So You Can Deliver Your Best Response

U.S. Cellular is a trusted cellular network solution, providing national network coverage in cities and beyond. We’ve earned a reputation for reliability and J.D. Power recognition for the Highest Network Quality Performance among Wireless Cell Phone Users in the North Central Region, five times in a row.*

We understand that being prepared is your top concern. It’s what your team has trained for. That’s why we don’t take lightly your choice to put the power of U.S. Cellular’s Public Safety Solutions behind your team. We’re committed to quality, providing you with peace of mind so you can provide the same for your community.

*U.S. Cellular received the highest score in the North Central region in a tie in the J.D. Power 2016 (V2), 2017 (V1 & V2) and 2018 (V1 & V2) U.S. Wireless Network Quality Performance Studies of customers’ experience with network quality with their wireless carrier. Visit jdpower.com/awards

Contact your local U.S. Cellular® representative or call 1-866-616-5587 today.
Visit uscellular.com/business/publicsafety for more information.